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1. Get your favorite original attacks and take on your once in a lifetime adventure in this latest game from TBG Ltd. Discover the powers of different elements and mix them together as a master elemental to unlock powerful attacks towards your enemies. Survive in dangerous dungeons and discover the fundamental world in the game.
Elemental Dungeon introduces gamers to an amazing RPG game with relatively free gameplay, in which gamers can enjoy the thrill of classic dungeon style on their mobile devices. With addictive playstyle and accessible features, you will have a lot of fun in this amazing adventure game. StoryGamers will find themselves lost in this
unique fundamental world where you can use the powerful elemental to do anything you want. Unleash powerful fundamental attacks towards your enemies to take them down. Take advantage of terrain and your fundamental skills to take you to the next levels. The game has random dungeons where you have to face countless monsters,
each with its own powers and abilities. It is important that you can add your fundamental powers and use them cleverly on some enemies to maximize the result. Find out everything you need to learn about the game with our reviews. Gamers in the original dungeon will find themselves back in the old days as they take on epic dungeon
RPG gameplay. Travel through many dungeons featuring different monsters and huge bosses. Use your fundamental attacks to take them down. Each dungeon is randomly generated and characterized by all kinds of monsters and obstacles. Get the experiences as you go and layer your characters. And like any other RPG games,
players will have access to different hero classes that also come with unique powers and abilities. Panan – Being able to cast multiple spells towards enemies while living in a safe range, these heroes will be great for those who love the more protected game genre. But be careful not to get yourself surrounded by enemies because your
HP will go down relatively quickly. Hunter - Good agility combined with the capabilities to remotely deal with the damage. Hunters will be a better option if you want to keep up in long battles. However, it will take them relatively longer to take down some enemies. Ronin - strong and decisive, their attacks will be enough to take down most
enemies in a single strike. Just don't find yourself caught in lines of enemies because you won't be likely to get out alive. In the original dungeon, you'll find yourself familiar with the gameplay, relatively easy thanks to customized touch controls. You can also use gamepad controls and play games about how you like. In addition, direct
gameplay that features exciting dungeon explorations will be perfect for enjoying on your mobile devices. Play the game whenever and wherever you want. Unique and exciting in the game are the ones who use powerful Attacks and combine them for much more powerful moves. That being said, you can add 3 different elements from a
set of 6 to unlock powerful attacks and incredible effects from your spells. However, to learn new spells you have to unlock different magic scrolls. On top of that, you'll also find the atmosphere in the original dungeon extremely interactive with many responsive elements. That being said, you can use fundamental effects on other objects to
do clever tactics to deal with monsters and puzzles. Use fire breath to burn patches of grass and anything that is living inside it. Make way for blowing up the barrel and look for items inside. Or even freeze the puddle so that you can walk safely. And most importantly, The Original Dungeon also introduces exciting online gameplay where
you can interact with online gamers around the world. Join each other in epic co-op missions and fight giant monsters together. Or take them into a duel or dispute to find out which is better fundamental. Also, there will be some amazing online events that are reserved just for you. So make sure you don't miss it. On top of that, the game
also has many rewards and loot for dedicated gamers so you don't have to spend your money on in-app purchases. This is quite amazing compared to other games that are currently available on the market. Despite all the amazing features, users can still install games on their devices for completely free at no charge. That being said,
Elemental Dungeon comes with a free pricing and some in-app purchases to back it up. However, if you're a hard-working gamer, you won't need these purchases. The game comes with unique pixel art that works well on low-end devices. However, you won't feel the graphics cheaper in any way. In facts, beautiful hand-drawn images are
just stunning to look at. Enjoy playing games with your beautiful characters as you take on bad monsters with your beautiful elemental attacks. Plus, you're enjoying the fascinating original soundtrack in the original dungeon. Experience immersive sound effects as you dive into battle with epic monsters. Those who are looking for a
pleasant dungeon RPG game on their Android devices will definitely find the original dungeon a good candidate. With in-depth gameplay and exciting RPG elements, you'll find yourself finally enjoying the game for hours. Elemental Dungeon (Mod V H.H.A.'s skills). Một cái tên hợp lı và đẹp đẽ để đặt cho tro chơi nai. Với tôi, nó là một
trong nhong game cellar có đồ họa cổ điển grass nhất mà tôi từng biết đến.Được phát triển từ 2016, nhưng phải mất tới 2 näm sau, tức la cuối näm 2018, trö chơi này mới chính thức có mặt trên 2 nền tảng android và iOS. Troo chơi này đã đạt được giải silver award ty willi innovation competition 2018 và indie award ty casual connect
2018.Mục lục [HiệnẨn] TênElemental Dungeon DungeonPackagecom.tbysdl.elementalNhà Phát In the role-playing in elemental basement, you'll turn into a staple. People with the ability to use the power of natural elements (earth, water, fire...) are on their way to discover the elements as well as the mysteries of their true origins. At the
beginning of the game, you will meet a mysterious old man who will teach you how to control and use natural elements. For example, use fire to break wooden boxes, use water to create shields to protect you from the flames surrounding you, or use soil to erect huge walls. But that's not all you can do with the element. Going deep into
the dungeon, you will meet a lot of enemies, different damages and old man will show you how to use elements to fight. Element There are all six elements in the game: fire, water, earth, soil, ice and darkness. You can equip three elements at once. Elements can be added together to create more powerful spells. When you add all 3
elements, you'll have the most powerful magic. You can also create a fundamental gradient when long pressed on an element, helping protect you from related or conflicting fundamental damage. To trigger special effects, usually on the altar, elements can be upgraded with the same type of element. Gameplay is soul night style, but Unith
This game is similar to Soul Knight in many points, the first dungeon search gameplay. You will use your skills to remove different doors. And when you die, everything will be reset but the doors will be different thanks to random mechanisms. Characters in the game do not use tools to increase indicators. Instead, street shops will help you
unlock new elements and new spells. You can add them to create more advanced skills, effective combat combos. Next, this game has a simple control style with virtual keys that move to the left, using the skills on the right are virtual keys. Using a combination of joysticks, you have to move, attack and defend. Currency system There are
3 fundamental currencies used in the basement: gems, energy coins and coins. Gem premium currencies are used to buy new characters, upgrade elements, buy costumes.. । You can earn a small number of gems only by completing missions. Alternatively, you can buy them for real money or use the mod version infinitely. Energy wealth
is the only other currency that can be saved between dungeons. Earn something when upgrading an element on the altar, or when an owner is killed. Coins can only be used in dungeons. It will be reset when you die or leave. You earn coins while destroying enemies and you can use altars or coins on the shop. 4 Character Classes To
UnlockAl Dungeon Allows You to Unlock More The new characters are Gana, Hunter, Ronin, Bomber. Characters will allow you to use different game skills and features instead of playing the original character. The original character is a curious rookie magician who looks very determined for his youth. Ronin, the second character in the
game. You can unlock with 600 gems. Ronin is a warrior with mysterious powers. With 12000 energy chips, you will unlock this old hunter. Bombers, who have always vandalized with explosions. Price 900 gem. Graphics and sound meaning game name will not really be perfect without old style pixel graphics and sound of the game. It
makes you feel cold, dark in deep dungeons, the power of magic and the danger of things lurking inside the door that you are about to enter. ConclusionAlkelmental Dungeon is a game that solves the izes with the Freemium model. You don't have to spend money to pay for everything you need in the game, but you have to spend more
time. But I think it will be a long time, because the more you play you'll discover more difficult dungeons, stronger items and spells. What I find most interesting in this game is that it's very easy to play. After playing the exam, I myself became a lover. The fundamental basement is indeed an in-depth, well-invested game and I don't think
you should ignore it. Download Elemental Dungeon Mod APK for Android (latest version)
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